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Meddle
Little Boots

Little Boots -- Meddle

Making Nikolai Iwanov aka Kim-De-Form

This variant have one strange place -- F5====C5-Bb5,
don t hear real sound, make chords for voice part.
Enjoy =)  

drop D tuning

my chords - D5 [0577xx]
            F5 [33356x]
            A5 [7779xx]
           Bb5 [x133xx]
            C5 [x355xx]
           C#5 [x466xx] or drop down tuning on
                        half-step and play this chord
                        like [000xxx] -- sound like 
                        original song. I m lazy and
                        make dropping just for one 6 string.

Octave Slide [OS] play like this:            

|e|------------------|
|B|------------------|
|G|--9/10\9\7\5~~~~~-|
|D|------------------|
|A|--7/8-\7\5\3~~~~~-|
|D|------------------|

VERSE

D5        F5               A5           [OS]
I remeber all the things she did before.
D5        F5               A5         [OS]
I remeber all the times she cried.
D5        F5                         A5
I remeber all the things you promised her,



       [OS]
and no one heard.
D5        F5             A5      [OS]
I remeber all the times you lied.

CHORUS

Bb5                  A5
Don t meddle with the heart,
                    D5
Or meddle with the mind,
                   F5              C5-Bb5
Or meddle with the things that are in-side.
Bb5                  A5
Don t know what you&#8217;ll find.
                     D5  C#5
Don t know what she hides.

Bb5                      A5
So don t go messing with the heart,
                    D5
Or messing with the mind,
                    F5              C5-Bb5
Or messing with the things that are in-side.
Bb5                  A5
Don t know what you&#8217;ll find.
                     D5  C#5
Don t know what she hides.

VERSE

D5        F5               A5           [OS]
She still remebers like its yesterday.
D5        F5               A5         [OS]
She still remebers you so well.
D5        F5                         A5
She still remebers all the things you swore.
  [OS]
forever more.
D5        F5             A5      [OS]
She still remembers but wont tell.
         D5                F5
Cuz shes a mixed up girl, in a mixed up world.
         A5                         [OS]
and you know she dont mean any harm.
         D5                F5
So please understand,if you take her hand
         A5                         
you&#8217;ll get much more than you bargend for.



CHORUS X3

Bb5                  A5
Don t meddle with the heart,
                    D5
Or meddle with the mind,
                   F5              C5-Bb5
Or meddle with the things that are in-side.
Bb5                  A5
Don t know what you&#8217;ll find.
                     D5  C#5
Don t know what she hides.

Bb5                      A5
So don t go messing with the heart,
                    D5
Or messing with the mind,
                    F5              C5-Bb5
Or messing with the things that are in-side.
Bb5                  A5
Don t know what you&#8217;ll find.
                     D5  C#5
Don t know what she hides.


